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The fact that the Rio Grande lacks sufficient water to permit its use by the inhabitants of both countries does not entitle Mexico to impose restrictions on the United States which would hamper the development of the latter’s territory or deprive its inhabitants of an advantage with which nature had endowed it and which is situated entirely within its territory. To admit such a principle would be completely contrary to the principle that the United States exercises full sovereignty over its national territory.


... the emphasis on national sovereignty is partly a transitional problem which has to be experienced but which will pass by. But it is also undoubtedly the expression of the new state’s weakness, of its need for protection against external influences. In the Charter of the U.N., this protective law is expressed in the principles of ‘sovereign equality’ and of self-determination.


The sovereignty, territorial integrity and independence of States within the established international system, and the principle of self-determination for peoples, both of great value and importance, must not be permitted to work against each other in the period ahead. Respect for democratic principles at all levels of social existence is crucial: in communities, within States and within the community of States. Our constant duty should be to maintain the integrity of each while finding a balanced design for all.
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Main Symbols Used in UN Documents

The basic series elements of principal UN organs are:

A/– General Assembly. Starting with the 31st session of the General Assembly, symbols were expanded to include Arabic numerals denoting the session (e.g., A/31/–, A/32/–, A/C.1/31/–, etc.)

A/S– General Assembly Special Session. From the first to the seventh special session ‘S’ followed by a Roman numeral denoting the session, was added to the normal Resolution symbols (e.g., GA Res. 3202(S-VI)). With regard to documents no special mention was made. Starting with the eighth special session in 1978, the symbol ‘S’ was followed by Arabic numeral(s) denoting the session (e.g., A/S–8/2, A/Res/S–8/1)

E/– Economic and Social Council
S/– Security Council
ST/– Secretariat

Special basic series symbols have been established for certain bodies:

ID/– UN Industrial Development Organization
TD/– UN Conference on Trade and Development
UNEP/– UN Environment Programme
UNITAR/– UN Institute for Training and Research
UNIDIR/– UN Institute for Disarmament Research

The documents of the subsidiary organs normally carry a symbol consisting of the basic series symbol of the parent body plus one or more of the following elements:

–/AC.–/– Ad hoc committee or similar body
–/C.–/– Standing, permanent or sessional committee
–/CN.–/– Commission
–/CONF.–/– Conference
–/GC.–/– Governing Council
–/WG.–/– Working Group
–/WP.–/– Working Party

The documents of some subsidiary organs bear a symbol consisting of the basic series symbol of the parent body followed by the acronym of the subsidiary organ:
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ST/CTC/-- UN Centre on Transnational Corporations
TD/B/-- Trade and Development Board

The following elements may be added to the series symbol and denote the nature or distribution of the document:

--/INF.-- Information series
--/PV.-- Verbatim records of meetings (procès-verbaux)
--/RES.-- Mimeographed texts of adopted resolutions
--/SR.-- Summary records of meetings
--/WP.-- Working Paper
--/L.-- Limited distribution

The following elements, if added, denote modification of a previous text:

--/Add.-- Addendum. Indicates an addition of text to the main document
--/Corr.-- Corrigendum. Indicates modification of any specific part of an existing document to correct errors, revise wording or reorganize text, whether for substantive or technical reasons
--/Rev.-- Revision. Indicates a new text which supersedes and replaces that of a previously issued document

Glossary

casus belli: reason to resort to war.
clausula rebus sic stantibus: doctrine that a treaty is no longer necessarily binding after there has been a fundamental change of circumstances.
damnum emergens: actual damage.
ex aequo et bono: equitable settlement of a dispute, overruling, if necessary, existing law.
inter se: among themselves, i.e., among the parties to a specific agreement.
jus cogens: peremptory norms of general international law, binding irrespective of the consent of individual parties to be bound.
lex ferenda: rule of law which it is desired to establish.
lex lata: rule of law that is in force.
locus standi: capacity to institute legal proceedings before a specific court or tribunal for a particular remedy.
lucrum cessans: the loss of potential profits.
mare clausum: ‘closed sea’, a defined area of the sea claimed by a State to be under its jurisdiction.
mare liberum: the notion of the freedom of the sea.
obiter dictum: proposition of law expressed in a judgment not directly related to the principal matter at issue.
obligatio erga omnes: obligation toward all members of a legal community.
opinio juris: opinion that a certain rule is a rule of law; together with usus (actual application of the rule) the constituent elements of customary law.
opinio juris communis: commonly held legal opinion.
pacta sunt servanda: the principle that agreements are binding and are to be observed in good faith.
ratione materiae: the subject matter to which a particular rule applies.
ratione personae: the persons to which a particular rule applies.
ratione temporis: a period of time to which a particular rule applies.
res communis: object which cannot be owned by anyone and which is subject to use by all.
res nullius: object owned by no one but subject to appropriation.
restitutio in integrum: restoration of previous status quo.
sic utere tuo ut alienum non laedas: the principle of using your property in such a way as not to cause damage to your neighbour’s.
tabula rasa: ‘clean slate’, the doctrine that a newly-independent State should have maximum discretion in rejecting arrangements made by the predecessor State.
ultra vires: beyond the jurisdiction of the authority concerned.
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